Review
Joshua Smith, Jacob Nissly & Christina Dahl perform
(mostly) twentieth century works at Arts Renaissance Tremont
by Timothy Robson
Flutist Joshua Smith must be one of Cleveland’s
busiest musicians, from his position as principal
K<;,05;/,*,5;,96-;/,3,=,3(5+ 9*/,:;9(;6
his teaching at the Cleveland Institute of Music,
to his many chamber music appearances, including founding the semi-regular classical music
performances by Ensemble HD at The Happy
Dog. He was joined by pianist Christina Dahl
(5+3,=,3(5+ 9*/,:;9(7905*07(37,9*<::0650:;
Jacob Nissly on Sunday afternoon, March 24, at
Pilgrim Church for a concert as part of the Arts
Renaissance Tremont Series. The program looked daunting, with composers of such
scary repute as Busoni, Kurtág, and Xenakis. In fact, the well-attended concert was varied and entertaining, with top-drawer performances from all three musicians.
Ms. Dahl opened the concert with Ferruccio Busoni’s 1892 transcription of Johann Sebastian Bach’s Chaconne in D Minor, from the solo Violin Partita, BWV 1004. Busoni
invented increasingly elaborate and virtuosic pianistic variations on Bach’s solo line. That
the source material was a solo Baroque work was irrelevant in this most Romantic of piano pieces. There were a few moments of repose as the key shifted from D minor to ma169)<;;/,5;/,405692,@9,;<95,+-69(4(.50J*,5;*304(?:(/3.(=,(J,9*,7,9formance, although the acoustics of the Plymouth sanctuary seemed a little dry for the
>692I:4(?04<4,--,*;
$/,;/9,,4<:0*0(5:1605,+-69*,:-69@D9.@<9;B.I::0?:/69;Bagatelles, op. 14d in
their own arrangement. Several of the movements paid off-kilter homage to J.S. Bach.
90.05(33@>90;;,5-69K<;,70(56(5++6<)3,)(::90::3@;9(5:*90),+;/,)(::7(9;
-694(904)(6:;(4<:05.6-;/,:,;>(:;/,3(:;G$/,093>0;/;/,3(?,5(0959(.,+H>/0*/40?,:-9(.4,5;:6-,)<::@I:70(5679,3<+,>0;/-<906<:4<:0*(:0-;/,
golden-haired girl was having a very serious argument.
Mr. Smith and Ms. Dahl transcribed Debussy’s Trois Chansons de Bilitis, originally for
4,AA6:679(56=60*,(5+70(56-69K<;,(5+70(5669<5*3,(99,(:65:;9(5:3(;065:6-
;/,:65.;,?;:>,9,7905;,+05;/,796.9(4&(:9#40;/.605.;6-69:(2,/0:K<;,-69(
=6*(39,5+0;0655-(*;;/,@>692,+=,9@>,3365K<;,,:7,*0(33@05(7,9-694(5*,(:
,?7,9;(:9#40;/I:,)96<./;6<;;/,K<;,I::,5:<6<:36>,99,.0:;,905:64,7(:-

sages; in others, he transposed the vocal line up an octave. Ms. Dahl was a sensitive accompanist.
Mr. Nissly joined Mr. Smith for Lou Harrison’s colorful Ariadne )(33,;-69K<;,(5+7,9*<::065  5;/,J9:;46=,4,5;G90(+5,)(5+65,+H;/,K<;,73(@:(K690++,:olate solo line, underlined by vibraphone notes, sometimes repeated, other times, sustained. The second movement, “The Triumph of Ariadne and Dionysos,” was a dance,
<:05.,?6;0*:*(3,:(5+90::3@73(@05.(=(90,;@6-70;*/,++9<4:;;/,,5+;/,
K<;,+9677,+6<;-69(:6367,9*<::065*6+(
9#40;/J50:/,+;/,J9:;769;0656-;/,796.9(4>0;/$69<$(2,40;:<I:  Air for
:636K<;,$/,-(5;(:@302,:;9<*;<9,2,,7:9,;<9505.;665,:<:;(05,+56;,$/,;/,4,:
(5+04730,+/(94650,:6-;/,70,*,:/6>,+;/,05K<,5*,6-$(2,40;:<I:4,5;69 30=0,9
Messiaen.
Following intermission, it was Mr. Nissly’s turn for a solo spot in Greek composer Iannis
Xenakis’s Rebonds b-69:6367,9*<::065 $/,>692/(+(*65:;(5;7<3:,)<;>0;/
constantly off-set accents. Mr. Nissly played drums of various pitches, from bass drum to
high-pitched wooden blocks. Toward the end of the piece there was a sudden increase in
;/,:7,,+6-;/,7<3:,(5+*6473,?0;@6-;/,:6<5+;6(/0./70;*/,+*304(?;>(:-(:*0nating to watch, and Mr. Nissly, although concentrating, seemed to be having a good time
performing.
Mr. Nissly and Mr. Smith joined forces for Flutings,;/,J9:;6-;>6>692:)@;/,4,90can modernist Leon Kirchner. Mr. Nissly played vibraphone, glockenspiel, and high
70;*/,+>05+*/04,:$/,K<;,7(9;>(:(*;0=,)<03+05.;6464,5;:6-;,5:065-6336>,+
by lyric passages. Ms. Dahl followed with an impressively brilliant performance of
Kirchner’s Five Pieces for solo piano, which, although written in the grand Romantic
4(55,9>,9,05(5(;65(369(;=,9@3,(:;(/0./3@*/964(;0*/(94650*0+0645(3,::,9
performance, these could have been very off-putting, but she was convincing.
Arvo Pärt's Mozart-Adagio  >(:*6476:,+-69;/,(30*/:;,05(9,+6"6)05:65
$9065;/0:7,9-694(5*,K<;,(5+4(904)(>,9,:<):;0;<;,+-69;/,690.05(3=06305(5+
cello. Pärt based his work on the second movement of Mozart’s piano sonata in F Major,
 , $/,:65(;(0:+,*65:;9<*;,+>0;/4(5@G!C9;0(5H:03,5*,:(5+(;/055,::
6-4<:0*(3;,?;<9,$/,4(904)(6-;,59,05-69*,:;/,)(::305,3;/6<./;/,7,9-694(5*,>(:7,9-,*;3@J5,;/,>6920;:,3-+0+56;0479,::(:65,6-9=6!C9;I:4(169(*complishments.
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the performances made even the thorniest works on the program fascinating. It proves
that the oft-repeated statement that there is no audience for modern music is simply not
true; it is all in how the music is presented.
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